Jeff Fresh 2 Def
My name is Jeff also iknown as J.e.f.f. Fresh 2 Def and I’m from
Pompano, Flawda (Florida).I was raise in a place where there is
hunger 24/7 and it wasn’t pleasant.After I was born in
Pompano, I moved to haiti when I was 3 years-old.I use to come
and visit during the summer.When I was 13,my parents and I
moved back to P-NO(POMPANO) for good.I felt in love with
recording when two of my clost friends braught me to the
studio.Once I recorded my first track I got addicted with it lol.In
my music I represent my family, all my haitians 24/7,and I rep
the whole Sunshine State, Gun Sign State (Florida).I love music
especially rap; therefore, I’m a student in this game.I want to
make a difference in music and I would like to be remember as
one of the best that eva step in the booth.I still consider myself a
rookie in the music game because I began to record music in
January of 2007.I alwayz keep it real cuz being fack is just not
me.Most of this rappers are so fack cuz everyone in the hip hop
industry want to be a gangsta not me.All I want is to be consider
as one of the best that ever done it.I’m not really a good story
teller, but I have stories to tell..Now days hip hop world the
people don’t want to hear no boring stories; unless, the story
has a fun and over the top twist at the end. I don’t consider
myself a rapper more like artist because anything that sound
good I would love to be apart of. Hip hop is greatly alive and
thank you for your time.
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